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} 72 West Adams Street, Chicago, IllinelsCommonwealth Edison''

,/ Address Reply to: Post Offic2 Box 767*'

%f Chicago, Illinois 60690-0767

June 12, 1986

Mr. Uldis Potapovs
Vendor Program Branch
office of Inspection and Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Dresden Station Unit 2
Equipment Qualification Inspection.

NRC Docket No. 50-237

Reference: NRC EQ Inspection at Dresden Unit 2
Conducted on May 19 through 23, 1986.

Dear Mr. Potapovs:

In response to the referenced NRC inspection and the related
findings as described at the exit meeting on May 23, 1986, Commonwealth
Edison initiated a supplemental investigation of the two areas you indicated
as potentially significant problems. This transmittal provides the results
of those investigations for your consideration when preparing your final
inspection report.

Attachment I describes the supplemental inspection of Limitorque
valve operators we conducted in response to your related concerns of
improper installation and maintenance. Although we acknowledge the identi-
fled shortcomings in our maintenance and surveillance activities, our
supplemental inspection supported our previous conclusion that the qualified
status of the valve operators has not been compromised.

Attachment 2 addresses the concerns relating to the adequacy of
,

documentation in EQ Binder CQD-14459 to demonstrate the similarity between'

I our General Electric supplied penetration butt splices and those tested by
| GE. The attachment identifies additional documentation to be added to the

binder to further support our conclusion that the GE test results are
applicable to our installed splices.
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Mr. U. Potapovs -2- June 12, 1986

If you have any questions regarding this transmittal or wish to
discuss these issues further, please contact this office.

Very tr ly yours,

D. L. Farrar
Director of Nuclear Licensing

la

Attachment

cc: J. zwolinski/R. Gilbert - NRR
R. J. Smeenge - Region III
NRC Resident Inspector - Dresden
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ATTAOBENT 1

i

LIMITOROUE MOTOR OPERATED VALVE ACTUATORS

At the exit meeting at the conclusion of the NRC's BQ audit, held on May 23,
-1986 at the Dresden Station, the NRC raised concerns regarding the adequacy
of the station's maintenance and surveillance program for equipment required

i to be environmentally qualified. Specific concerns identified as they
related to MOV actuators were:

0 flexible conduit at a Limitorque actuator was observed to
be discolored and/or cracked (MOV-3-2301-4).<

i o apparent cracks were observed on the outer insulation
jackets for cable conductors terminated at several

Limitorque actuators (MOV-3-2301-4; MOV-2-2301-5;
! MOV-2-1301-1).
; o sharp edges (internal) were observed at the conduit

entrances on some Limitorque actuators (MOV-2-2301-5;
MOV-2-1501-3A).'

o evidence of past lubricant leakage was observed on a,

Limitorque actuator gear box housing (MOV-2-1501-218).
o unidentified tape splices were observed on Limitorque

actuator motor leads (MOV-2-1501-21B, MOV-2-2301-5).
o spare conductors within a Limitorque auxiliary switch

compartment were observed to be untrained and not,

tied-back (MOV-2-1501-3A).
o evidence of past lubricant leakage was observed inside the

; Limitorque auxiliary limit switch compartment
1 (MOV-2-2301-5; MOV-2-1301-1).
| .

Additionally, the NRC stated that the Dresden Station Limitorque maintenance
and surveillance inspection checklist completed in 1985 for MOV-2-2301-5,
failed to note that the field cable conductors had cracked jacket insulation.

During the period of May 25 through May 29, 1986, a documented inspection
and evaluation was performed on 46 Limitorque actuators on Dresden Unit 2.
This inspection covered all of the Unit 2 actuators which are required to be
environmentally qualified. This effort was performed by teams consisting of

i ' Operational Analysis Department, Station Nuclear Engineering, Station Tech
staff, and Consultant personnel. Checksheets were used to document the
inspection of each Limitorque actuator. The checksheets included details
such as:

.

:
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O check for external physical damage or abnormal conditions
(e.g. loose conduit fittings, flex conduit degradation,
excess lubricant leakage, excess dirt or corrosion, etc.).

o check for internal cleanliness (e.g. excess dirt, moisture,
lubricant, corrosion, etc.).

O check for cracked, brittle, or broken limit or torque
switches.

O check for pitting, corrosion, moisture, or debris on
electrical switch contacts.

O check for conductor jacket cracks or conductor insulation
cracks on field control and power cable, motor leads and
internal jumper wires.

o check for nuclear grade, environmentally qualified splice
kits,

o check for loose, brittle, or cracked splice kits.

O check conduit entrances for sharp edges and field cable
damage.

O check spare conductors for training and tie-back.

Similar inspections were performed on other equipment located within the
drywell area (e.g. electrical penetration 200B, MSIV junction box, Dresser
Electromatic junction box, Target Rock safety relief solenoid) in order to
evaluate the condition of the field cabling. Following the inspection
effort, each checksheet was evaluated by engineering personnel.

The results of the inspection and engineering evaluation concluded that no
equipment was unqualified or inoperable during previous operation of Unit
2. However, we do agree that the maintenance " housekeeping" aspects (for
example, reduction of excess lubricant weepage) which we also identified
require improvement at Dresden station. We will, therefore, implement a more
detailed training program for our maintenance staff. Also, our maintenance
and surveillance program checksheets will be revised to incorporate addi-
tional surveillance requirements to more effectively monitor for potential
degradation.

Based on the engineering evaluation of the inspection checksheets, work
requests were written to correct items requiring additional maintenance and
repair. All required work items will be accomplished prior to unit
start-up. We would again like to emphasize that the work requests were
primarily dealing with " housekeeping" matters.
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Our assessment of the inspection results and the areas of concern are
discussed below. Items identified as "NRC concern" indicate areas where we
understand the NRC audit team expressed a concern.

.

a) Loose or broken hardware: There were cases where loose
conduit fittings were found and a flexible conduit bracket
attached to a junction box was broken. The loose conduit
fittings were associated with Limitorque actuators located
outside the drywell and not subject to containment spray.
Therefore, intrusion of liquid into these actuators was not
a concern. Since the actuators are not sealed devices, the
design allows the unit to " breathe". Intrusion of moisture
is not a concern and therefore, this issue does not affect
the ability of the actuator to perform its safety function,

b) Flexible conduit degraded (NRC Concern): There were cases
where the flexible conduit was found to be degraded due to
local ambient heating deterioration and/or surface cracks
or splits in the outer jacket of the conduit. Flexible
conduit used at Dresden Station is liquid-tight galvanized
steel interlocked flexible metal conduit, covered with a

synthetic outer jacket. The flexible metal conduit only
provides mechanical protection for field cable. For
equipment where penetration seal assemblies are not used
(e.g. Limitorque actuators and the Dresser Electromatic
reliefs) the flexible metal conduit is not required to
prevent moisture intrusion because this equipment is
environmentally qualified without specific conduit
sealing. Therefore, intrusion of liquid or moisture is not
a qualification conern. In summary, a cracked or split
outer jacket on flexible conduit will not affect the
ability of this equipment to perform it's safety function.
With regard to cable trained through these conduits, we
have found no brittleness, cracking or other signs of
degradation.

c) Internal and external cleanliness (NRC Concern):
Cleanliness problems were identified on Limitorque
actuators. These devices are complex, electro-mechanical
devices designed for operation in non - benign environments
and applications. Limitorque actuators employ lubricant in
the main gear case and in the limit switch gear box; some
lubricant weepage is normal. Also, corrosion and debris
buildup is not uncommon for equipment in certain plant
areas. Based on our detailed inspection, there were no
cases where these cleanliness items would prevent the
Limitorque actuators from performing their intended safety
function.

.
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d) loose / broken terminations (NRC concern): There were cases
where slightly loose termination studs were found on limit
or torque switches. We believe that cases where circuit
performance would be effected, would be found and corrected
by plant personnel as part of the operational testing or
maintenance and surveillance programs. There was one case
where a wire on limit switch contact 11C was held by one
strand. This wire performs an alarm function which would
not effect safety and would be found as soon as the wire
broke completely. In addition, on the same valve (ISO
Condensor Inboard Isolation Valve) a jumper wire to the
torque switch close contact was broken. This could have

prevented the seating of the valve thereby possibly
allowing limited leakage past the valve (the valve would
remain less than a 1/4 inch open). A second isolation
valve on this line is provided outside the drywell. This
is considered an isolated occurrance with no other similiar
problems identified during our supplemental inspection.

It is our belief that the above described jumper wire was
intact during previous CBCo inspections of this valve
operator and during previous Unit 2 operation. C5co
personnel who observed the inspection of this valve
operator have indicated that the wire broke during the
course of this inspection. We only point this out to

indicate that the broken wire was not a direct result of
environmental factors during unit operation.

e) Wiring degradation (NRC Concern): The inspection results
were:
o field control or power conductor jacket cracks
o field control or power conductor insulation cracks
o conductor exposed (bare)
o motor lead jacket crack / split

Mechanical integrity of the conductor jacket or the overall
cable jacket is not necessary for qualification of the cable.
Dresden Station uses environmentally qualified cable furnished

; by several manufacturers. A review of the test reports
; indicate that test specimens included a wide variety of

configurations such as:+

,

-single conductor unjacketed.,

-single conductor with conductor jacket.!

'

-single conductor with overall outer jacket.
' -single conductor with conductor jacket and overall outer

jacket.;

-multi-conductor with conductor jacket and overall outer
jacket.

,

; -multi-conductor with overall outer jacket.

,
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our review of the testing clearly shows that the conductor
' jacket or the overall cable jacket is not significant with
respect to. demonstration of qualification. The ability of the
cable to maintain electrical integrity during a LOCA/HELB is
due solely to conductor insulation properties. The cable
jacket provides no electrical insulating function, but only
mechanical protection of~the cable conductors during no'rmal

'

maintenance, usage and installation. Therefore, cracking or
splitting of the cable jacket does not affect qualification of
the cable. Additionally, it must be recognized that the
industry has taken the position that cable qualification is
based on conductor insulation and not conductor jacket or cable
jacket properties. As evidence of this fact, cable thermal age
conditioning prior to LOCA testing is always based on the
activation energy of the insulation material and not the jacket
material. The jacket is typically overaged and is considered
expendable.

Several tests employed single conductor unjacketed specimens.
Single conductor unjacketed specimens represent a worst-case
condition for qualification testing because of their smaller

. t bend diameters increasing the severity of the test. Also,
thermal ~ aging, radiation, and,LOCA exposure of single-conductor
unjacketed specimens is more nevere than multi-conductor or
single conductor jacketed cables because there is no jacket'

'

'

present to Itmit oxygen diffusion into the conductor
insulation. (The resulting degradation is usally greater in
the presence of oxygen.) Finally, single conductor unjacketed

' specimens usually have a greater voltage-to-insulation
thickness ratio (to ground) than jacketed cable, thus
increasing severity of the test. Therefore, for a given cable
manufacturer and cable type, the testing of a single conductor
unjacketed specimen demonstrates operability under a more
stressful condition then the installed jacketed cables in the
plant.

We observed little evidence of cable jacket brittleness. We,
therefore, conclude that the cracking and, splitting of
conductor jackets was caused by installation or maintenance
actions.

Based on the above considerations, the cracked or split
conductor jackets observed in the inspection do not affect
qualification of the cable.

With regard to the few cases where conductor was showing, we
judged the isulation damage to be a result of maintenance and
installation activity. This conclusion is based on the results
of our walkdown which showed no cable degradation in these
cases. Any wire insulation cracking, which was also very
limited, is attributed to localized heating, which will be
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monitored more closely through stepped up surveillance. Due to
the fact that these operators are located above the potential
flood level and the required operating time, following a design
basis accident, is very short, the ability of the actuator to
perform its intended safety function was not impaired. Any
damaged conductor that was found during the walkdown will be
repaired prior to unit startup.

With respect to the Limitorque maintenance and surveillance
inspection checklists completed by the station in 1985, we have
determined that the maintenance personnel have observed conductor
jacket cracks before. Realizing that only insulation damage was a
potential concern, the maintenance personnel elected not to record
the observation of cracked or split conductor jackets on the
checklists.

f) Unidentified splices (NRC Concern): Based on our detailed
inspection of 46 motor operated valve actuators, we found no
cases where unidentified or non-BQ splices were used.

g) Spare wires untrained (NRC Concern): We found seven cases,

where spare wires were untrained and not tied-back in a neat
fashion. This issue is not a safety concern. However, the
spare wires will be trained and tied-back prior to startup.

h) Sharp edges at conduit entrances (NRC Concern): Based on our
detailed inspection of 46 Limitorque valve actuators, we
observed 14 cases of sharp edges at conduit entrances. We
believe that this problem only exists on certain Limitorque
actuators where the threads are tapped completely through the
auxiliary limit switch compartment casting. We found no cases
of damaged cable at the conduit / entrance point (internal to
the auxiliary limit switch compartment); this issue is not a
safety or an environmental qualification concern.
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ATTACHMENT 2

GE PENETRATIONS OUALIFICATION PACKAGE

Pursuant to the NRC reviewer's concern that our qualification binder lacks
the documentation required to show the qualification of our butt splices, we
will add the follwing to our binders:

a) Discussion of the type of nylon used on Unit 3 butt splices,
b) Discussion of various types of nylons and their properties to

include elongation, tensile strength, hardness, dielectric
strength, etc.

c) A discussion of the effects of radiation and stress on the
properties in "b".

d) Relative importance of different properties based on specific
application of the nylon.

e) Recommended periodic inspection to maintain qualification.
f) Discussion of the type of nylon used in GE's qualification

tests.

g) Add GE Co. documentation that more clearly establishes the
similarity between what was tested by GE and what we have at
Dresden Unit 3.

We feel that by the addition of these and other items to our documentation
package, we adequately demonstrate that the GE test envelopes the butt
splices installed on Dresden Unit 3 penetrations.
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